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A special thank you to the Hoffmann Hospice staff that made contributions to the Employee Giving Campaign.

HOSPICE HOME OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER 19, 2015
10 A.M. - 3 P.M.

Please join us for a tour of the first and only hospice home in Kern County. Our 25,000 sq. ft. home features 18-patient suites, chapel, theater room, plus so much more. We look forward to seeing you!

For more information, contact us at (661) 410-1010 or hospicehome@hoffmannhospice.org
When Hoffmann Hospice Founders Tom and Beth Hoffmann first envisioned what would be the Kern County’s first and only freestanding in-patient hospice home, they were certain that they wanted to incorporate a chapel. Not just any chapel, they imagined it as being the center of the home, covering over 600 square feet located directly off the main lobby and central to all three patient wings. “Because this is a ministry to Tom and I,” we wanted the chapel to be more prominent. The spiritual support at the end of life is critical for patients and family to experience a good and dignified death. Spiritual care is just as important as physical. Recognizing that aspect of the care we give, I wanted the chapel to be the heart of the home,” Beth explained.

Over 20 Years

Celebrating the Sanctity of Life for Over 20 Years

By Dawni Fauke

The new inpatient home is set to open Summer of 2015. Divine timing as 2015 marks a significant milestone as Hoffmann Hospice celebrates 20 years of operation and over 20,000 patients and families served.

Through touching the lives of so many, Hoffmann Hospice recognized the need to offer patients and families a place to be consoles and uplifted during their stay in the hospice home. The legacy of stained glass in a traditional chapel fulfills this divine purpose. When it is time to create this vision it seemed fitting to choose one of Kern County’s most celebrated and experienced stained glass artists, Bobbie Pinkerton. Bobbie, owner of San Joaquin Art Glass has been working with stained glass for nearly 50 years.

I recently had the pleasure of meeting with Bobbie to discuss his involvement in the project and how he was compelled to take on the job. “From what I’ve heard about the company (Hoffmann), I like what they do and what they stand for. So I decided I would do it, even though I have quit doing these kinds of things.” These kinds of things mattering after several decades in the business and at 77 years of age, Bobbie Pinkerton is retiring. However, Bobbie recently declared that he was committed to completing this last project for Hoffmann Hospice.

The stained glass designed for the chapel encompasses a soaring ten foot wide by sixteen foot high space that features a peaceful nature scene depicting the sun shining down on a symbolic flowing river with charming greenery surrounding the river and a building tree rooted along the riverside. The ever changing light dancing through the six panes containing over 2,100 individual pieces of glass creates a welcoming atmosphere unique to each individual that enters this sacred space. Beth conveyed the theme of nature carried throughout the hospice home in pictures of pathways and creeks as well as the stained glass in the Chapel, represents the flow of life and the natural end-of-life journey.”

Hoffmann Hospice’s desire to “celebrate the sanctity of life” by utilizing the sanctity of the hospice home chapel in any sort of celebration essential to their patients. Whether it be a celebration of life, baptism, or an outdoor ceremony, patients and their families will be provided all the comforts of home during their stay, but most importantly they will have a peaceful sanctuary to replace in the life left to live.

Uniteding for Lenora’s Passion

On June 27th, 90+ golfers united at The Horse Thief Men’s & Women’s Golf Club (Tehachapi) to celebrate the life of one of their members, Lenora Cunnie was a passionate golfer and member of the Home Thief Women’s Golf Club. Lenora’s husband of 50 years, Thums, helped organize The Leonor Cunnie Memorial Golf Tournament and chose to donate the proceeds to Hoffmann Hospice. The staff at Hoffmann Hospice was honored to see Lenora and greatly humbled by the generosity of those that came together to celebrate Lenora’s passion by participating in the tournament.

Help Us Reach 20,000 Likes on Facebook

Where have the time gone? In 1995 Hoffmann opened its doors to start caring for Kern County’s seriously ill patients and families. As we reflect on the commitment that we made 20 years ago we ask that you help us celebrate this milestone. Join us on Facebook and help us reach 20,000 “Likes” in honor of the 20,000+ patients and families that we have cared for over the years. While you are on our Facebook page, see Who is Holding Our Pen? Hoffmann pens have always been an iconic representation of the Hoffmann brand. Check out our local community and business advocates who have been showing their support by submitting selfies with the iconic pen. Get your hands on the Special Platinum Edition Hoffmann pen by logging September 1st through the end of 2015 by making a donation to help us as we continue to care for those in our community. Don’t forget to show your support by posting a selfie with your new pen on our Facebook page.

Almost Home

Dining down Buena Vista Road, the change in scenery is dramatic. Specifically, now that the construction phase of Kern County’s first and only hospice home is nearing completion by the hard working crews of Klassen Corporation. The final touches are beginning to make the building a home.
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lenora's passion by participating in the hoffmann hospice was honored to care for the memorial golf tournament and chose to donate to the horse thief men's & women's golf club in kern county. lenora's husband of 30 years, bobbie pierkinson, is a ministry to tom and i, we wanted the chapel to be a central to all three patient wings. "because this home was once my own," it was surgery and when we imagined the home, we were certain they imagined a chapel as being the symbolic flowing river with charming greenery surrounding the river and a building tree rooted along the riverbank. the ever-changing light dancing through the six acres containing over 1,200 individual pieces of glass creates a welcoming atmosphere unique to each individual that enters this sacred space. beth conveyed the theme of nature carried throughout the hospice home in pictures of pathways and creeks as well as the stained glass in the chapel, representing the flow of life and the natural end-of-life journey. hoffmann hospice's desire to "celebrate the sanctity of life," they were certain they could do it, even though i have quit doing these kinds of things." these kinds of things would do it, even though i have quit doing them. however, bobbie reverently declared, "i like what they do and what they stand for. so i decided i would do it, even though i have quit doing these kinds of things." these kinds of things mean after several decades in the business and 77 years of age, bobbie pierkinson is retiring. however, beth reverently declared that he was committed to completing the 100 project for hoffmann hospice.

the stained glass designed for the chapel encompasses a soaring 10-foot wide by sixteen foot high space that features a peaceful nature scene depicting the sun shining down on a symbolic flowing river with charming greenery surrounding the river and a building tree rooted along the riverbank. the ever-changing light dancing through the six acres containing over 1,200 individual pieces of glass creates a welcoming atmosphere unique to each individual that enters this sacred space. beth conveyed the theme of nature carried throughout the hospice home in pictures of pathways and creeks as well as the stained glass in the chapel, representing the flow of life and the natural end-of-life journey.
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